Much has changed this past year—in both our lives at Bennington, and in the world beyond. However, even as we adapt this time-honored ritual to a new experience, the pride and excitement the Bennington community shares with this graduating class remains as strong as ever.

The content and tenor of Bennington’s graduation ceremony has remained fundamentally unchanged since the first class graduated in 1936. The nomination of candidates for degrees by the faculty and the subsequent vote to award the degrees by the trustees have become a tradition.

The planning of the first ceremony aroused great controversy. The faculty, faithful to Bennington’s progressive spirit, proposed that there be no ceremony. But the students insisted that they could not be decently graduated without a formal awarding of degrees. Still, the students wanted their ceremony to signify celebration rather than competitive reward. The proceedings would be simple and brief, and there would be no special awards or singling out of students.

As we celebrate Bennington’s 86th class, we continue in this spirit of community, celebrating their graduation with triumph and joy.
CANDIDATES for DEGREES

**Fall 2020 Graduate**
- Alice Jennings
- Dabin Jeong
- Matyáš Jirát
- Beverly Johnson
- Colin Casper Jones
- DaEun Jung
- Hanna Karmi
- Alicia Katz
- Ethan Leland Koss-Smith
- Ebunit Kajiku
- Henry Ladik
- Maia La fortressza
- Zihong Li
- Aracely Llanas
- Ruby Lowenstein
- Sonise Lumbaca
- Alexandra Luttery
- Diego Jacobus Macarrulla

**Fall 2021 Candidate**
- Jann Carlos Moreno
- Grace Morris
- Sbobo Ndlangamandla
- Nguyen Minh Anh
- Tran Nguyen
- Lucia Nielsen
- Tallulah Louise Novogratz
- Collette O'Brien
- Daniel O' Connor
- Aislinn O'Leary
- Fiona O'Neil
- Amina Odzackic
- Emma Ogden-Wolgemuth
- Kari Ostensen
- Sitashma Parajuli
- Louisa Parker
- Alex Parrasch
- Wilma Peräojka
- Ludmila Puchulu Mocchiutti
- Carly Rose Rapoport
- Suzie Rejali
- Sklar Leilani-Marie Roberson
- Anne Franklin Telfer
- Lula Tish Davidson
- Benjamin Nicholas Watson
- Neil Weber
- Georgia Williams
- Hannah Woldfield
- *Cameo Wood
- Gabriela Iran Yadegari
- Nicholas James Yohe
- Charlotte Zinsser
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**Fall 2020 Graduate**
- Isabel Sheehan
- William Shepard
- Vale Sibrain
- Delilah Silberman
- Hanna Stebbins
- Eleanor Altie Stoddard
- Megan Swanson
- Cassandra Taylor
- Benjamin Tersigni
- Natalie Thomas
- Lydia James Thompson
- Santiago Torres Olmos
- Kenia Torres-Dominguez
- Stella Totino
- Alyssa Monique Irevino
- **Flynn Turrisi
- Phoebe Stewart van Esche
- **Maya Villalobos
- Alii von Hirschberg
- Benjamin Nicholas Watson
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- Georgia Williams
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**Fall 2021 Candidate**
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Nicholas A. Stephens ’77, Chair
Bronxville, New York

Richard Ader
New York, New York

Priscilla Alexander ’58
New York, New York

Tracy Katsky Boomer ’91
Studio City, California

Deborah Borda ’71
New York, New York

Susan Paris Borden ’69
Bennington, Vermont

Suzanne Brundage ’08
Seattle, Washington

Matthew Clarke
Brooklyn, New York

Barbara Ushkow Deane ’51
New York, New York

William Derrough
Brooklyn, New York

Mareme Dieng ’20
Austin, Texas

Michael Hecht
New York, New York

Alan W. Kornberg ’74
New York, New York

Asad J. Malik ’19
Los Angeles, California

Odili Donald Odita MFA ’90
Conshohocken, Pennsylvania

Daniel B. Rowland
Lexington, Kentucky

Ellen Beskind Safir ’66
Washington, D.C.

Mary Bucksbaum Scanlan ’91
Woody Creek, Colorado

Charlene Solow Schwartz ’54
Newtown, Pennsylvania

Jonathan Marc Sherman ’90
New York, New York

James Simon ’97
Akron, Ohio

Catharine R. Stimpson
New York, New York

Laura R. Walker, Ex-Officio
Shaftsbury, Vermont